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see YOUNG ENGINEERS
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Call for nominations: Geotechnical Division Awards 2007 4/18
Formidable design and construction challenges posed by Clifton project 2/16
Looking after the interests of the quarrying industry 7/17
Multifaceted mine closure and rehabilitation at Rietspruit Mine 2/14
Pile testing in South Africa 4/19
Piling in sunny Cuba 4/6
Prediction of settlement of a re-used foundation 4/10
Preparing for diaphragm walling 4/25
Rational decision-making in the sustainable configuration of tailings impoundments
Technical Excellence Category winner a world-class project
The piling people of South Africa

GIJIMA

Gijima
Gijima – branch visits
Gijima: If you have to go, you have to go!
Gijima

HISTORY AND HERITAGE

A metropolitan railway for Johannesburg: So, what’s new …
Meeteenhede – ’n terugblik
Ninham Shand 75
Past Masters 10 and 11: John Scott Tucker and Mathew Woodifield
Past Masters 8: Thomas Charles John Bain
Past Masters 9 and 10: George Pilkington and Charles Davidson Bell
Special cladding for Cradle of Humankind project
Technical Excellence Category winner a world-class project

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Of job restrictions and ethics
The five most important people trends of the next five years

IN BRIEF AND INDUSTRY NEWS

A successful BEE strategy
A winning formula
Alternators for Gautrain
Arup appointed as independent certifier on Gautrain project
Autodesk slashes software prices
BCP Engineers join SSI
Be anything you want to be!
Bridge-tunnel to South Korean holiday island
Bridging finance available
Bridging the gap with specialist concrete repairs
Budding young engineers
Building industry still apathetic about site safety
Building the backbone of Sasol’s new 1-Octene Train 3 plant
C&CI formulates tailor-made training for engineers
Challenging elevations
Chilubi Island pontoon bridge a winner
Chryso SA establishes production facility in KZN
CMA publishes updated concrete roof tile ‘bible’
Concrete Boat Race 2007 held
Concrete commences at Mbashe North
Concrete pipelines boost capacity in Pienaar’s River outfall sewer system
Concrete the solution to 2010 road and transport challenges
Conjet assists in reskinning concrete arch bridge
Construction commences at Mbashe North
Construction companies eliminate cash with Wizzit
Construction on Worcester Casino Hotel under way
Contribution to sustainable development showcased
Creating enthusiasm for civil engineering
Crushing breakthrough in Sicilian lava flows
CSIR in project to enable rural research
CSIR investigates use of natural fibre composites in construction
Delivering dolosse demanding task
Developing a community
Don’t bin it, bank it!
DSE to fabricate structural steel for new Durban Stadium
DSI South Africa secures Gautrain tunnelling contract
Durban launches rubbish-dump power plant
Dynamic load testing of deep foundations enhanced by latest version of software
Enviropaedia launched
Expansion of Zimbali coastal resort
Expansion plans of local boat-builder lauded
False economy
First 32-channel GPS with free map updates now available
First bio-engineering workshop on turf reinforcement mats held at Dinokeng
Foreign donors help in SADC capacity development
French train smashes record
GE to build desalination plant at Coega
Giant waves make little impact on Waterloffel walls
Grassfence keeps the soil in place at Simbithi
Highlands Village development sold out
Hollow-core slabs offer much more than precast flooring
Improved rubber fender design saves money for end user
Inauguration of new ECSA president
JGC’s accelerated development programme
Khoisan Cultural Centre wins C&CI concrete design competition
KV3 engineers celebrates 30 years of growth
Leading consulting firm celebrates its transformation successes
Local company wins large overhead electrification contract on Gautrain
Logistics survey calls for drastic changes to freight network to prevent gridlock
Major international conference on water distribution systems
Making a difference
Maseru Bridge multi-modal centre
Meeting sanitation and water service delivery
Meeting the challenges of fast-growing urbanisation
Montecasino’s magical fountain powered by Denorco
Murray & Roberts Construction appointed as main contractor at Melrose Arch Piazza
Murray & Roberts Construction puts final touches on V&A Breakwater parkade
Name change strengthens Maccaferri brand
New GMBA move to secure funds for training
New permeable paving
Ninth Capsa conference to focus on technology, health, safety and the environment
Non-compliant software users gamble with company resources
Open cast rehabilitation in Mpumalanga
Osborn launches new portable asphalt plant
Popularity of multi-storey slab system growing
PPC recognised as ‘best manufacturing company to work for’
Prestressed concrete poles replace steel railway masts in Durban
Protekson port solutions conquered time challenge
Public urged to choose energy-efficient bulbs
Registration opens for IMESA annual conference
Revolutionising the railway industry
Rocklands RDP housing project
SABS online standards webstore now available
Saving the water in Soweto
Scrap batteries help in Arbor Week’s greening of Soweto
Sculpted eland showcases concrete versatility
Secondary water mains being replaced
Servicing the needs of rural communities
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South Africa set to benefit from EU research project | 9/52
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South Africa’s first solar-powered traffic lights unveiled | 11/56
South Africans excel in prestigious concrete course | 4/33
Special cladding for Cradle of Humankind project | 3/40
Spoornet buys into sleeper system from Infraset | 5/67
SRK now operating in Angola | 11/64
Stabilised roadway allows marshland access in KZN | 6/37
Starting at grassroots level – young engineers | 1/21
Strong contenders for Fulton Awards 2007 | 4/32
Sustainable energy body welcomes solar hot water initiatives | 4/33
Tender awarded for Nelson Mandela Bay multi-purpose stadium | 4/32
Thabazimbi Mine using locally developed dust suppressant | 11/62
The colours of steel construction | 10/47
The construction environment: When grey is green | 8/42
The dawning of a new era for Aquadam | 4/34
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Thin blocks result in increased levels of paving failure | 10/45
Top 500: Africon achieves top ranking in the South African engineering sector | 1/20
Training and Aids major issues for new MBSA president | 11/55
Unusual pedestrian bridge for Plettenberg Bay | 6/43
Vanguard moves huge research vessel | 7/43
Vital role for Chryso products in Durban Pier 1 construction | 10/41
Vuk’uphile learnership project | 3/38
Waterand Health Group at the University of Johannesburg | 6/42
West Rand Engineering supplies consumables to Gautrain project | 11/62
Will Jozi be a ghost town by 2050? | 4/35
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**INDUSTRY NEWS**
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**INFRASTRUCTURE**

*see CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING and TRANSPORT ENGINEERING*

**INTERNATIONAL**

A dream come true | 3/18
A magic cube | 3/24
A new era for international relations | 6/58
A quarter-century of celebrating structural steelwork excellence | 3/4
Athens’ Olympic marvel a tribute to engineering ingenuity | 3/21
Bridge-tunnel to South Korean holiday island | 3/43
Cape Town to host SEMC 2007 | 3/27
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Durban takes off! 11/48
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Lessons learned from long-term road experiments in the Northern Cape 8/36
### OPINION

- Designing for safety – civils and crime
- The greening of engineering

### PEOPLE

**also see** [PROFILES](#) and [SAICE & PROFESSIONAL NEWS](#)

- Allyson Lawless: A woman for our times
- Inauguration of new ECSA president
- Inventor of Reinforced Earth technology dies
- Members’ Banquet and Presidential Inauguration
- New Fellows
- On the move
- People news

### PRODUCT NEWS

**see** [IN BRIEF AND INDUSTRY NEWS](#)

### PROFILES

**also see** [HISTORY AND HERITAGE](#)

- Adept at solving environmental nightmares (Peter Legg)
- Allyson Lawless: A woman for our times
- An engineer’s engineer (Fred Hartey)
- Average’ takes on a new meaning (Dempsey Naidoo)
- Bringing affordable solutions to the poor (Neil Macleod)
- Competency speaks for itself (Martie Janse van Rensburg)

### PROJECT NEWS

**see** [IN BRIEF AND INDUSTRY NEWS](#)

### RAILWAY AND HARBOUR ENGINEERING

**also see** [TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING](#)

- Continuous welded rail using the mobile flash butt welding machine
- Development of the contracts planning diagram
- Effect of borrow pit dredging on shoreline stability at Richards Bay
- French train smashes record
- Gautrain update: A visual journey
- Life after 30! Innovative investigation and repair of the Overvaal railway tunnel
- Local company wins large overhead electrification contract on Gautrain
- Noteworthy advances in passenger rail transport: Some implications for South Africa
- Proposed environmental management plan for Richards Bay
- Removal of rock in the Port of Cape Town
- Revolutionising the railway industry
- South Africa’s dry-docking facilities
- Spoornet buys into sleeper system from Infraset
- The design and construction of the Port of Ngqura
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SAICE 2007 essay topics for professional registration
SAICE Awards evening
SAICE Journal receives international accreditation
SAICE Photo competition – final reminder
Technical guideline published
The ExCEEd Teaching Model
The SAICE Infrastructure Report Card for South Africa, 2006
Three score years for Dawie!
Water Engineering Division Competition winners
World Council of Civil Engineers at Vic Falls
World deep diving record set by South African

SAICE AWARDS 2006

TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE CATEGORY
Cathodic protection of a historical rail bridge
Challenging bridge repairs earn a commendation
Formidable design and construction challenges posed by Clifton project
Getting it smooth
Innovative cost-saving solution at Vaalkop
Innovative solutions to construction challenges during interchange upgrade
Marquard reservoir designed with unique capability of extension
Mondi effluent treatment plant a massive project
Multifaceted mine closure and rehabilitation at RietSpruit Mine
Successful precast concrete solution
Technical Excellence Category winner a world-class project
Toyota plant’s vehicle capacity doubled
Unconventional layout for key interchange

COMMUNITY-BASED CATEGORY
Community participation key to the success of ARRUP
Innovative new precast concrete toilet wins Community-based Award
Valuable lessons learnt from Modimola project
Water supply projects changing the face of rural KwaZulu-Natal

INTERNATIONAL CATEGORY
Malawi project characterised by ingenuity and innovation

SAICE AWARDS 2007

TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE CATEGORY
Africa’s first landfill gas clean development mechanism project earns commendation
Bridge reinstated to its former glory
Durban Harbour Tunnel a worthy winner
Innovative structural steel tied arch footbridge
Muden community access route restored
Pinnacle Point Beach and Golf Resort
Umhlanga stormwater outfall pier

COMMUNITY-BASED PROJECTS
A project in the community, by the community
Bringing communities together
More than just safe sanitation
Traffic training facility for junior learners
Tsitsa River Bridge now serving the Laleni community

INTERNATIONAL
Maguga hydropower project

SMART AWARDS
Winners of the SMART Awards for 2007

OTHER INDUSTRY AWARDS
Infraset scores double honours
Jeffares & Green wins two Fulton Awards

SOUTHERN CAPE
also see IN BRIEF, SAICE AND PROFESSIONAL NEWS and discipline-specific entries

New Kaaimans Pass half viaduct nearing completion
Rehabilitation of the environment under way at Kingswood

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
A dream come true
A magic cube
A quarter-century of celebrating structural steelwork excellence
Athens’ Olympic marvel a tribute to engineering ingenuity
Cape Town to host SEMC 2007
Cathodic protection of a historical rail bridge
Challenging bridge repairs earn a commendation
Conceptual design of structures for seismic loads
Cultivating a marketing mindset
Focus on Joint Structural Division: Chartered membership – an international passport for structural engineering
Focus on Joint Structural Division: Full membership of the Joint Structural Division
Focus on Joint Structural Division: JSD list of peer-reviewed competent structural engineers
Innovative cost-saving solution at Vaalkop
Marquard reservoir designed with unique capability of extension
Ninham Shand 75
Revisions to SANS 10100-1:2000 The structural use of concrete Part 1: Design
Technical Excellence Category winner a world-class project

TRANSPORTATION
see TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING and also RAILWAY AND HARBOUR ENGINEERING

TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING
A legacy of success
A metropolitan railway for Johannesburg: So, what’s new ...
A sustainable transport model for South African cities
Cathodic protection of a historical rail bridge
Commuter response to a high occupancy vehicle lane: Some lessons from the N1/M1 trial 9/2
Comparative advantage in the rail freight sector 9/9
Concrete the solution to 2010 road and transport challenges 5/70
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